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At New Mags, we celebrate the meaningful, the beautiful, the 
big, the small, the weird, and the essential. Our passion lies in 
the world of books and we believe in the magic of them to en-
lighten, entertain, and elevate.

We’re not your typical bookstore; we’re a worldwide distributor 
and curate only the greatest and most stylish literature. That’s 
why we pride ourselves in being your one-stop destination for 
thoughtfully curated lifestyle books, magazines, and accesso-
ries. Our shelves are filled with literary treasures that cater to 
every passion and interest, no matter how unique or universal. 
From haute couture and exotic cars to fine art and beyond. 

What sets us apart is our unwavering commitment to staying 
on the pulse of the literary world. As one of Europe’s exclusive 
dealers for many renowned publishers, we are the gatekeepers 
of the coolest and most stylish literature on the planet. 

So, browse our curated collection and unearth new favorites. 
Embrace the meaningful, the beautiful, and the remarkable 
books because at New Mags, that’s what we do best.

THE COOLEST & MOST 
STYLISH LITERATURE 
ON THE PLANET
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It all started with their first encounter, also their first 
creative collaboration, one day in the Summer of 2000.

Helena was to shoot Camilla’s portrait and her first 
collection for Nylon magazine that Helena had just 
co-founded. Camilla drove up, together with the jour-
nalist Malene, to Helenas beach house in the north of 
Denmark on this one beautiful day. After meeting the 
family and Helenas new baby who was laying calmly 
awake in the bedroom, a fine creative exchange com-
menced. 

They worked in mostly silence, no words seemed ne- 
cessary, and this is how it still is to this day. There was 
a unique sense of understanding between Stærk and 
Christensen, an immediate deep bond of expression 
within their two worlds colliding. 

‘In My Dream Last Night...’ is the amarture behind an 
ongoing short film and sound concept by the creative 
duo, in collaboration with a number of artists from vari-
ous fields who are a continuous source of inspiration to 
the duo. A collection of personal moments, thoughts 
and dreams are revealed and interpreted through each 
collaborator, underpinning the composition of the 
work.

HELENA CHRISTENSEN & CAMILLA STÆRK

IN MY DREAM LAST NIGHT...

PHOTOGRAPHY / FILM
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26 27 IN MY DREAM LAST NIGHT...:
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FASHION

BARBIE

For the press tour following the record-breaking release of Greta Gerwig’s 
award-winning, acclaimed Barbie movie, producer and star Margot Robbie 
and her stylist Andrew Mukamal immersed themselves in some of Barbie’s 
most iconic outfits and curated vintage pieces, then approached desig-
ners, from Giorgio Armani to Donatella Versace, to create looks inspired 
by the doll-size originals. Many of these looks were not seen as the offi-
cial Barbie press tour was cut short—so Margot and Andrew worked with 
renowned fashion photographer Craig McDean to shoot her in the looks 
exactly as they were curated: Schiaparelli in Los Angeles, Vivienne West-
wood in London, vintage Chanel with matching Steamline luggage at the 
airport, and beyond.

Accompanying McDean’s sumptuous photography are original Barbie 
dolls from the period, a treasure trove of rare materials from Mattel’s Bar-
bie fashion archives, and the designers’ sketches and Polaroids from fit-
tings, layered into evocative collages by Fabien Baron, who conceived and 
produced the shoots and art-directed the book. With text by Margot Rob-
bie and Andrew Mukamal, as well as handwritten contributions from the 
designers behind the looks (from Olivier Rousteing and Michelle Ochs to 
Manolo Blahnik and Jeremy Scott), this unique book blends the serious 
chic of high fashion with the serious fun of Barbie world—the dolls, the 
history, and the style that have captured imaginations for 65 years.

BARBIE™ and associated trademarks and trade dress are owned by, and 
used under license from, Mattel. ©2024 Mattel.

THE WORLD TOUR
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NOMA IN KYOTO

This in-depth journal tells the story of when noma went to Kyoto in the 
height of Sakura season. With our entire team of 103 extraordinarily curi-
ous individuals, we embarked on a completely new adventure to the my- 
thical city of Kyoto.

This publication offers readers—from food enthusiasts to anyone curious 
about Japan—insight into noma’s travels and learnings, and a guide to 
the remarkable city we got to call home for an entire spring. It’s a loving 
glimpse into our experience, the dishes we created, the people we met 
and the journeys we undertook.

Noma in Kyoto features contributions from the noma team as well as 
friends from around the world, including writers Adam Sachs and Robbie 
Swinnerton and actress Lily Collins. 

VOL 1

FOOD 
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STATIONERY

Discover the latest lineup of contemporary stationery essentials, perfect for both 
work and play. Crafted with care and proudly FSC certified, the collection is respon-
sibly produced in Europe, ensuring quality and sustainability.

From three undated planners to keep you organized, to four ruled soft cover note-
books for capturing your brightest ideas, you’ll find everything you need to conquer 
your day. The color palette is complementary, allowing you to mix and match to 
create a look that’s uniquely you, no matter the season.

FSC® CERTIFIED & PRODUCED IN EUROPE

NEW MAGS STATIONERY
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KINFOLK JOURNEYS

Celebrate off-the-beaten path travel with Kinfolk Journeys. Whether via road, 
rail, sea, or trail, each trip will take you on an adventure where the point is not 
to get somewhere fast and check a lot of boxes but to take it all in-absorbing 
history, exploring unusual detours, and surrendering to stunning scenery along 
the way. The book features eighteen one-of-a-kind travel stories from six con-
tinents, including a sailing voyage through the turbulent waters of Antarctica, 
a horseback trek through the deep, desolate ravines of Nepal’s Upper Mustang, 
a bicycle tour through Norway’s wild western islands, a scenic double-deck-
er bus route through England’s Lake District, an all-day train to a kooky end-
of the-line town in the Australian outback, a goat-herding adventure in rural 
Spain, and much more. Featuring vibrant photography, practical guidance, and 
thoughtful reflections on sustainable transportation, Kinfolk Journeys will in-
spire your next adventure with conscious, conscientious routes through some 
of the world’s most extraordinary landscapes.

THE FINAL VOLUME IN THE KINFOLK 
TRAVEL TRIOLOGY

TRAVEL
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ARCHITECTURE

PRIVATE

Over the past three decades, Vincent Van Duysen has become an important force in 
design through his expressive architecture and serene interiors. This book documents 
the source of his inspirations and ongoing laboratory: his own homes.

Vincent Van Duysen has had an outsized influence on the world of architecture and 
design, from the rarefied echelons of interiors to highly successful collections for Zara 
Home and a nearly decade-long creative directorship of Molteni&C. Through his spare 
use of pure and tactile materials, Van Duysen employs a unique stylistic language that 
is both monastic and sensual, brutal and elegant, primal and refined. His commissions 
have included product design for numerous international brands, and commercial 
and large-scale architectural projects, among them high-end residences, a hotel, and 
retail spaces.

In collaborating with the photographer François Halard, Van Duysen presents a truly 
personal vision of his own practice and point of view, where he becomes the archi-
tecture, and it becomes him.

VINCENT VAN DUYSEN
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Forty-five design hotels and stylish holiday homes across Europe

For this carefully designed coffee-table book, Petite Passport founder Pauline 
Egge selected 45 lovely hotels (as well as some holiday homes) across Europe. 
Pauline traveled from Sweden to Greece and from Portugal to the Alps, and 
selected unique stays with an engaging backstory, a special decor and a truly 
inspiring style. All photos and texts in the book were taken and written by Pau-
line herself and will surely inspire every design lover to draft a travel destination 
bucket list.

EUROPE’S MOST INSPIRING HOTELS & GUESTHOUSES

DESIGN STAYS

INTERIOR DESIGN
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ARK JOURNAL

Ark Journal Volume 11 ponders how history shapes our understanding of 
art, design and architecture, and celebrates the fluidity of interpretations 
that evolve over time and the importance of context. We explore how ar-
chitects navigate the interplay between tradition and innovation, drawing 
upon historical precedents while thinking about the future, how adaptive 
reuse breathes new life into old structures and how architectural interven-
tions honour a site’s cultural heritage. We feature two iconic mid-centu-
ry modernist houses, in Mexico City and Cincinnati, that have undergone 
transformations, but with a deep respect for each house’s rich history and 
significance. 

The Southern Californian language of architect Ray Kappe is translated 
into a contemporary home in Berlin, while a house on an island in the Bal-
tic Sea is built to experience untamed nature. South African-born archi-
tect and curator Sumayya Vally is a voice of the latest generation, and in 
this interview she emphasises the power of identity, belonging and cultu- 
ral hybridity in shaping architecture outside conventional norms. We visit 
Hvitträsk, the early Finnish home of Eliel and Loja Saarinen, where creati- 
vity and community are radically entangled.

Available in 3 covers.

VOL XI

MAGAZINES
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U N O F F I C I A L  &  U N A U T H O R I Z E D

U N F O L D E D

G U C C I
T H E  E S S E N C E  O F

BOOK SERIES

THE ESSENCE OF

Introducing “The Essence Of” – a captivating series of pocket-sized fashion 
books. Embark on a journey through the realms of haute couture and luxury as 
we unveil the stories of iconic fashion houses, each captured within its own little 
book.

From the extravagance of Gucci to the timeless chic of Chanel, from the visio- 
nary creativity of Dior to the artisanal craftsmanship of Hermes, and from the 
revolutionary designs of Yves Saint Laurent to the iconic monogram of Louis 
Vuitton. With stunning images showcasing their most iconic designs and insight-
ful text delving into the lives and visions of the creative visionaries behind the 
labels, The Essence Of series is a must-have for any fashion aficionado.

2 3

CONTENT
04

72

44

58

16

86

100

28

the history

Handbags

Clothing

Fragrance

Notable Head Designers

Pop Culture

Famous Models

Cosmetics

134
The Future

116
Celebrities

... A MUST-HAVE FASHION SERIES
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DIOR

U N O F F I C I A L  &  U N A U T H O R I Z E D

U N F O L D E D

T H E  E S S E N C E  O F

U N O F F I C I A L  &  U N A U T H O R I Z E D

U N F O L D E D

LOUIS 
VUITTON

T H E  E S S E N C E  O F

U N O F F I C I A L  &  U N A U T H O R I Z E D

U N F O L D E D

CHANEL
T H E  E S S E N C E  O F

Yves saint
Laurent

U N O F F I C I A L  &  U N A U T H O R I Z E D

U N F O L D E D

T H E  E S S E N C E  O F

HERMES

U N O F F I C I A L  &  U N A U T H O R I Z E D

U N F O L D E D

T H E  E S S E N C E  O F
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LIFESTYLE

BREITLING 1884

This is an unconventional telling of a brand history - but 
then Breitling has never been one to follow the rules.

In 1884, from a modest Swiss workshop, Leon Breitling 
began a legacy that would redefine the modern chro-
nograph, champion the skies as the official timekeeper 
of civil aviation, launch a wristwatch into space, and 
put the first international emergency beacon in a time-
piece.

Delve into a collection of 140 stories, packed with inti-
mate photos, first-person accounts, and a visual feast 
of more than 100 vintage and modern watches. Meet 
the visionary leaders, captivating timepieces, and 
game-changing moves that etched Breitling’s name in 
history.

As intricate as the mechanisms of its timepieces, this 
book celebrates Breitling’s commitment to craft, cul-
ture, and innovation. An exploration of a legacy, de-
signed not just for those who appreciate the mecha- 
nics of a luxury watch, but for anyone inspired by the 
progress of ingenuity.

140 YEARS IN 140 STORIES
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SPORT

A tribute to the visionary sneaker designer whose creative brilliance left an indelible 
mark on the world of sneakers and athletic wear, becoming one of the most influential 
and celebrated creative directors of Nike and then Adidas.

Most well-known for his design of the iconic sneaker that lives at the heart of modern 
streetwear culture, the Air Jordan 1s, Moore’s career is littered with trend-setting suc-
cesses including designing the Nike Dunks silhouette, the Air Jordan ball-and-wings 
logo, the Nike Jumpman logo, and the Adidas Mountain logo. Included in this book 
are his early designs, detailed sketches, iconic creations, and revolutionary adverti- 
sing campaigns. His creative path from his early days as a graphic design student to 
eventually reshaping both Nike and Adidas is an inspirational guide for the trailblazers 
of modern streetwear culture. His unyielding genius and influence finally receive its 
due recognition within the pages of this book.

THE DESIGNER WHO REVOLUTIONIZED NIKE & ADIDAS

PETER MOORE: 
SNEAKER LEGEND
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FOR THE LOVE OF
BOOKS & OBJECTS
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Running low on inspiration?

Don’t worry. We got you covered.
Go follow @new_mags on Instagram.
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BOOKS BY COLOR
BEIGE

GREEN

YELLOW
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BLACK

BLUE

PINK
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NOTHING     SAYS MORE 

 ABOUT US 

THAN                

        THE BOOKS 

WE OWN


